
Bitcoin, created to disrupt the banking industry has been faced with scaling issues 
since its creation. Temporary solutions such as the lighting network have surfaced 
to provided instant like transactions which are solely used for micro-transactions as 
it is not truly secure. Leaving cryptocurrency users with a need to conduct but large 
and micro transactions in a instant-like manner while still obtaining security. Scroda 
being fully aware of the issues that have aroused for those who have decided to 
unbank their wallers has found a ssolution, introduced as the sub-zero protocol. 
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                             Hyperledger Beam
Enterprises in this day and age are intrigued by blockchain due to the securi-
ty and immutability that it provides in a fully decentralized network. Still when 
looking to implement blockchain into their business model they are urged to 
build on top of a permissioned ledger due to the handling of sensetive infor-
mation that they can't allow to be made public. Having to sacrafice security 
overall and move to a more centralized network model. Seen with both Libra 
and JP Morgan, no solution was available to be able to have privacy control 
in which is crucially needed while still obtaining the security provided from 
full decentralization. Enterprises have been forced to decide between one or 
the other and usualy end up having to sacrafice privacy.

We at Scroda aim to provide a solution to this problem. Introducing Hyper-
ledger Beam enabling enterprises to obtain the security of a fully decentral-
ized network in a truly scalable platform while still having privacy control.

What Scroda brings to the table

Scroda aims to perfect EEG biometrics in order to allow for decentralized 
identity to flourish. Zero-confirmation transactions to increase scalability 
while still obtaining maximum security by actually still having all nodes verify 
all transactions as Satoshi invisioned, privacy on the platform, a new quan-
tum-resistant algorithm, a open Dapp environment, along-side with fee-less 
transactions.

How Hyperledger Beam benefits from Scroda

Hyperledger Beam allows for industries to deploy a instance on Scroda’s 
Platform in which they can deploy their busines models with ease thanks to 
the support provided by the Hyperledger Community. In these instances 
organizations obtain all the features that are offered by Scroda while still 
having the Deciding power on who can participate in broadcasting informa-
tion in such instance, such as suppliers, warehouse/store stockers, cashiers, 
and etc. Have privacy control by being able to establish which information is 
to be broadcasted publicly and which should use cryptographic proof for 
privacy. All while all transactions are verified by all active nodes on the
Scroda network thus obtaining full decentralization.


